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Abstract 

Art represents the means of communication and effective communication between the artist and society, so artistic creativity is the 

ability to see and perceive and then respond and interact, and art has a special language that serves as a tool for the artist to 

communicate with others and interact with them. Art has become a means of communication that carries symbols, and translates 

the artist's emotions resulting from Conscience, experience, culture, thinking, and taste, and contribute to the transfer of 

experiences to the recipient in a correct manner. Art plays a role in the recipient's perception of his environment and the perception 

of its beauty. It reflects on the reader of the language of art, many cultural returns, such as visual and psychological enjoyment, 

assimilation of symbols, units and shapes, and an enrichment of his aesthetic experience. It is represented. 
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Introduction 

The problem facing the recipient in understanding the language of art and being influenced by 

its contents, for several reasons, most notably the lack of community understanding of this 

language, which is the final and direct result of the lack of artistic and visual culture among 

members of society. 

The jug colander nets are the part that connects the neck of the oligarch with its body (pottery 

vessels for preserving drinking water, spread in the Islamic world) and its benefit is to regulate 

the flow of water when drinking, and to save water from impurities and insects. 

The decoration of the window windows became a stand-alone art within the Islamic decorative 

arts and reached its peak in Egypt in the Fatimid era, where it became comparable to the art of 

openwork (lace cloth). Egyptian potters came to it from their creations many human drawings 

and drawings of animals, fish and birds, in addition to geometric shapes, especially in the 

Fatimid era. Fustat was one of the most famous Islamic cities, and its products from the 

windows of the pallets were an extension of the famous Egyptian pottery since the times of the 

pharaohs. This art also flourished in the Tulunid and Fatimid periods. And those traditions 

extended to the Egyptian regions, especially in Upper Egypt, and the Egyptian fashions, with 

their geometric window decorations, became famous in all Islamic countries. The manufacture 

of gill windows continued in the Ayyubid era and was characterized by its polygonal geometric 
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shapes, such as triangles, rectangles, circles and stars, It is noticeable in that era the scarcity of 

decoration representing living organisms compared to the Fatimid period. In the Mamluk era, 

Cairo became Maha's center for the production of folk pottery, which was distinguished by its 

simplicity and low cost. She was the bug The most common species in Cairo and some cities 

in Upper Egypt, the most important of which is Qena. Potters have mastered throughout those 

aforementioned eras in creating many forms of window-filter decorations, which are 

decorations that indicate the ingenuity of pottery in the Islamic era and their superior skill, as 

well as testimony to good taste, imagination and the ability to innovate, as it proves that 

craftsmen in Islamic times used to innovate for art itself. In the Mamluk era, the potteries 

mastered the creation of many forms of reduction and the decoration of windows in a variety 

of styles. Names of famous people from the makers of small windows, such as: Qassem, Masri, 

Saad, Abed, and Youssef Al-Qallal, were common. 

The studies of Shababeek Qalal did not get any less from the efforts of researchers in Islamic 

art in general, as it is an important part of the Islamic ceramic heritage. It prompts me here to 

review this phenomenon closely, by getting acquainted with the design foundations and 

construction systems upon which the decorations of the fry filters were based, and then 

extracting aesthetic values in order to enrich our information on that part of the Islamic ceramic 

heritage. And the study of the decorations of the windows of the pumice has not received 

sufficient attention from researchers until now. In that brief research on the windows of the 

faience, we had to shed light on the design elements of those windows, while studying the 

materials and manufacturing tools, and also getting acquainted with the aesthetic and functional 

aspects of them during the various Islamic periods of Fatimid, Ayyubid, Mamluk, Ottoman, 

and in Egypt in particular. 

The present study used the principles of contextual criticism in dealing with the decorations of 

the window windows, which is the criticism that is concerned with environmental, social, 

historical and cultural factors of the artistic product. And we noted the ability of Islamic art to 

treat decorative spaces in an interesting diversity within a self-sufficient engineering space, 

thus highlighting the most important features of Islamic art, which is to benefit from all the 

elements that the artist’s eye falls on in his environment, whether plant, animal or human, with 

mixing them with Arabic writing, Thus, the decorations of the windows of the kos that the 

Fustat excavations provided us with became a rich record of all the decorative elements that 

were common in the Islamic arts, within a tight engineering framework, and artistic criticism 

is one of the tools for tasting and understanding the various artworks in the field of arts, which 

is practiced by specialists to reach non-specialists to a full understanding and sense of the 
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various flavors, values and aesthetics of artistic works. Art criticism is understood as appetite 

at its highest levels, and art criticism is considered a "methodological and objective science," 

based in its traditions and standards on modern sciences such as (psychology, aesthetics, logic, 

philosophy, ethics). Modern art criticism depends on the systematic analysis of artistic works, 

And successful criticism does not tend to praise, negligence, slander and satire, but rather 

places the artwork under a calm and examining light, away from enthusiasm, fanaticism or 

prejudice. 

Research background 

One of the direct results of the mixing of Islamic culture with other cultures of the nations that 

entered Islam, along with its arts, sciences and national heritage, of course, was that the Islamic 

culture was represented by many different cultures and civilizations, and it gave it an Islamic 

character that stems from the teachings of the true Islamic religion. The Islamic culture did not 

stop at the sciences translated by the Muslims only, but took those sciences as foundations and 

as a starting point for scientific thinking and experimentation based on induction and deduction. 

Among the Muslims, outstanding scholars also appeared in various fields of science. 

The cultural friction between Muslim scholars and the translation movement has led to new 

innovations, including the areas from which the foundations of the geometric shapes were 

based, and which have become a feature of Islamic art, as the Muslim artist mastered the 

treatment of surfaces with geometric shapes compatible with the nature of the surface they 

occupy and the drawings were One of those applications is the decorative for the windows of 

the gills. The origin of art criticism is that it be an introduction to the appreciation and 

understanding of the aesthetic values in the artwork. Art criticism is an analytical process that 

enables the critical person to make people who are unable to taste works of art, to become able 

to perceive artistic and aesthetic values. 

Through the practice of artistic criticism in the field of art education, the aesthetic experiences 

of students are refined so that they are able to taste beauty in the right ways, and their 

capabilities and critical thinking are developed to express the various aesthetic experiences that 

take place through viewing and drawing attention to learn about the values and aesthetic 

relationships and the development of perceptual perception. And developing the ability to use 

and practice artistic criticism, to express the aesthetic values and relations in artistic works and 

in the environment and nature through various theories and methods of criticism, from which 

the researcher selected the "Howard Resate" method for the purpose of enriching the aesthetic 

experience of students of the Faculty of Art Education. 
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Research Problem:  

Many analytical studies can be conducted with the aim of reaching the aesthetic values of the 

windows of negligence, through the use of contextual criticism methods, and from here the 

research problem crystallizes in the following question: 

What is the possibility of benefiting from the rules of contextual criticism in revealing the 

aesthetic values of the windows of the oligarchs in the Fatimid era? 

What is the possibility of enriching the aesthetic experience of art education students in 

practicing artistic criticism? 

Research hypotheses: 

1- Contextual criticism methods can be used to reveal the aesthetic values of some selections 

from the windows of the palace in the Fatimid era. 

Aesthetic values can be derived by analyzing the decorations of the windowsills, using critical 

contextual methods. 

Research objectives 

1- Enriching the aesthetic experience of art education students through the use of contextual 

criticism to analyze the aesthetic values of the Fatimid palace windows. 

2- Reaching a deeper understanding of Islamic art by using the methods of criticism and 

technical analysis (contextual criticism) for windows. 

Research importance 

The study of the decorations of the windows of the qilal throughout their historical eras in 

Egypt, from the perspective of contextual criticism, is of great importance to re-evaluate the 

Islamic ceramic heritage in general. 

Study and clarify the important role that art criticism makes and its contributions to the field 

of art education. 

- The development of the aesthetic experience, the critical and appetitive ability of the arts, the 

ability to distinguish aesthetic, in addition to the creative capabilities and cognitive experiences 

of the art education student teacher, through the diversity of artistic criticism methods used in 

understanding and tasting different works of art. 

Results: 

1- The ornaments and decorative units of the kale windows throughout the Islamic eras: 

Tulunid, Fatimid, Ayyubid and Mamluk, attracted the attention of researchers specializing in 

Islamic arts in particular, as they won the admiration of everyone who discovered them in the 

excavations of Fustat, and those art pieces proved beyond any doubt that the artist The Muslim 

loved art for its own sake and not for the purpose of utility and material as it was believed in 
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those times, otherwise it would not have been made from that window, hiding in the hollow of 

the few out of sight, using digging and hollowing out in the pottery patch, a wonderful piece 

of lace fabric in this way ..  

2- The visual culture of the Muslim artist was formed, for the most part, from tributaries coming 

from the Byzantine (Eastern Roman), Persian, and Greek engineering arts, as they were mixed 

with the Arab-Islamic culture. 

Recommendations: 

1- The necessity of conducting more research and studies using the methodology and items of 

contextual criticism, in order to uncover all aspects of the achievements of Islamic art in 

general, and the decorations of the windows of the few in particular, in order to investigate the 

various tributaries of Islamic art and the various cultural environments that affected and are 

affected by them. 

2. The necessity of diversifying critical studies using different critical doctrines to develop the 

abilities of a taste for Islamic arts among scholars and researchers. 

3. We must pay attention to the symbolic dimensions and the philosophical visions behind the 

artwork, in order to reach a deeper understanding of the arts Islamic. 
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